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	Written specifically for COM-based ADO developers retooling for ADO.NET using the C# language, this book brings fresh insights and tips on the ADO.NET technology. Veteran authors William Vaughn and Peter Blackburn have packed this formative guide with practical advice on how to write code that is both faster running and easier to understand.


	The onset of the new .NET technology is forcing developers to completely rethink their data access strategies. This book helps you to do this through working examples and numerous discussions of what works and what doesnt. Derived from years of experience working with data access developers, ADO.NET Examples and Best Practices for C# Programmers includes a set of techniques proven to drastically reduce overhead, problems, and confusionfor the devleoper, the system, and the entire team. While some are quite simple to implement, others require considerable forethought to enable. This is a developers bookfull of hints, tips and notes passed on from those whove spent significant time in the .NET and C# trenches.
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Building Telegram Bots: Develop Bots in 12 Programming Languages using the Telegram Bot APIApress, 2018

	
		
			
				Learn about bot programming, using all the latest and greatest programming languages, including Python, Go, and Clojure, so you can feel at ease writing your Telegram bot in a way that suits you.
			


			
				This book shows how you can use bots for just about everything: they connect, they respond,...
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The Definitive Guide to Stellent Content Server DevelopmentFriends of Ed, 2006
The Definitive Guide to Stellent Content Server Development is the most complete book available for this Enterprise Content Management application. It gives an introduction to Content Management, followed by an in-depth discussion of Stellent's core service-oriented architecture.

It details how its flexible, component-driven...
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Molecular Diagnostics: Fundamentals, Methods and Clinical ApplicationsF. A. Davis Company, 2007

	The first text on molecular diagnostics specifically designed to educate students in clinical laboratory science programs! The authors have combined their knowledge and experience as educators to bring you the book you and your students have been asking for.


	This exceptional new resource introduces the fundamentals...
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Innovation in Information TechnologyNational Academy Press, 2003
The health of the computer science field and related disciplines has
been an enduring concern of the National Research Council’s Computer  cience and Telecommunications Board (CSTB). From its first reports in the late 1980s, CSTB has examined the nature, conduct, scope, and directions of the research that drives innovation in...
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Learning Apache Kafka, Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Start from scratch and learn how to administer Apache Kafka effectively for messaging


	About This Book

	
		Quickly set up Apache Kafka clusters and start writing message producers and consumers
	
		Write custom producers and consumers with message partition techniques
	
		Integrate...
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Computer Security Fundamentals (Pearson IT Cybersecurity Curriculum (ITCC))Pearson Education, 2016

	
		ONE-VOLUME INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER SECURITY

	
		 

	
		Clearly explains core concepts, terminology, challenges, technologies, and skills

	
		 

	
		Covers today’s latest attacks and...
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